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1. Creation - Evolution: What difference does it make whether I believe in creation or
evolution? Is a day in the Bible really a 24 hour day? This talk will examine both
evolution and creation science in a fun and lively way. What it is, the scientific evidence
behind it and how it affects our lives.

2. The Lost World: What was the pre-Flood (before the flood of Noah's time) world
like? This world existed for 1,656 years yet in Genesis it is written from chapter one to
eight. How long did people live? Did the world have a uniform temperature? Where
there giants on the earth? And what does the fossil evidence show?
3. Noah's Ark: Was it even possible? Would the boat even float? How many animals
were there on the Ark? How did Noah and his family take care of the animals for one
year and seven days? Have there been sighting of the Ark?
4. Dinosaurs: Did dinosaurs and man live together? Are dinosaurs mentioned in the
Bible? What happened to the dinosaurs?
5. Where did the Races come from? Why are you the color you are? Did we all come
from Adam and Eve? How does the Tower of Babel fit with the color of your skin? Have
they found the missing links from ape to man?
6. The Ice Age and Mammoths: When did the Ice Age happen? What caused the ice
age? How many were there? What happened to the mammoths?
7. Science and the Bible: The Bible is not a science book but, it contains amazingly
accurate scientific information. Come and hear what God revealed to us thousands of
years before science "proved" it.
8. Animals by Design: As parents we proudly display our child's artwork on our
refrigerator door. Nature is God's art work; His refrigerator door is much larger than
ours! Come and encounter God through seeing the designs in His creatures.
Each creation presentation is one hour in length and designed for families.

